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The Indian customs and rituals are unique and attract several followers of the Indian traditions from
around the world. Gifts to India can be the lavish dresses including sherwanis and saris which make
the grooms and the brides look irresistibly attractive. A wedding in India can only be compared to a
celebration like Diwali or Holi where the whole family come together and have a splendid time
reuniting. The hosts also send out presents to each and every invitee as a welcome gift.

Weddings are huge events in the country of India. People celebrate the union of two soul mates in a
unique way in this country throwing grand parties and lavish gifts. Delicious Indian dishes and great
looking costumes define the occasions. The families try to show off their wealthy purses and
celebrate the occasion to their best with some of the best event managers taking care of the
marriage. Starting from a beautiful location to illuminated decorations, the Indian wedding is famous
and appeals to all parts of the world.

The Muslim weddings involve a Maulvi who asks the bride and the groom to exchange vows and
accept each other as their life partners. Whereas the Hindu marriages involve a much longer
arrangement that involves both the partners as well as their parents engaged in time consuming
rituals in the presence of the fire representing the fire god-Agni as the witness to the divine union
supposedly made in heaven. A well versed Pundit conduct the wedding which canbe compared to
the priest of the Christian weddings. Deals on such religious celebrations usually come handy as a
lot of arrangements come very expensive and hence help the organizing families to cope up with the
expenditures.

A characteristic of these marriages is a grand lunch or a dinner where all the invitees are received
with some of the best Indian dishes and mouthwatering deserts known as Meethais or sweets.
Many catering agencies offer tempting deals on such occasions to attract clients so that they can
arrange the luncheons which would mean a lot of profit for them. The hosts can also hire a resort for
the party to take place that gives many realtors a chance to attract revenues as well. Families
reunite on such events and that means guesthouses need to be booked for the members to lodge
during their stay in the city in case they belong to some other place.

Wedding gifts to India are always expensive as they are one time celebrations. A diamond ring or a
necklace can be handy but clichÃ©. In case one wants to stand out among the crowd then an
innovative customized gift like a personalized album would do the trick. Cards are always a must as
they fit in every occasion. A chance to be at an Indian wedding should always be welcome news as
it comes with a promise of great food, vibrant Bollywood music, lots of dance and tons of enjoyment
with everlasting memories. Thus it is always good to carry a camera to capture them.
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